INTERNATIONAL STUDENT COMPETITION
FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2014/2015
COMPETITION THEME: HOUSE AND PLACE OF PILGRIMAGE AT THE CONVENT
OF SAINT AGNES, PRAGUE – OLD TOWN, FRANTIŠEK
An island of spirituality in the busy city centre

Motto: Only few cities throughout the world raise such fascination as Prague. Fascination with
Prague stems mainly from ever-present feeling of mystery. One feels that it is possible to
penetrate ever deeper into the gist. Streets, entrances, yards, stairs lead you to the
boundless “core”. Here, each place has its roots in strata of history.
(Christian Norberg – Schulz)

A. COMPETITION TERMS OF REFERENCE
/ Reasoning
Prague has, however, changed in past 20 years. Its Genius loci has been weakened by pressure on
precipitate commercialisation of the city centre. Gigantic “palaces” of shopping centres and offices
force out mysterious and spiritual aspect of the place.
It would be advisable to consider this undesirable phenomenon of the present and try to find
balance between creative ambition supported by dictate of money and respect and humility in
architectural design in the historical environment of the city.
/ Goal
Follow up on the Genius loci of the site in question and the heritage of the saints connected with the
locality. Design of architecturally interesting complex of a pilgrims´ house and a meeting space of
local as well as international significance. Stress should be put mainly on careful forethoughtful
integration of the new complex into the context and panorama of the city.
/ Contents:
-

-

-

1 House for pilgrims:
simple accommodation for pilgrims both in an accommodation part of the
building and in closed partly roofed outdoor area (a yard, terrace)
operation facilities for personnel and pilgrims
spaces for meetings and presentations
library, exhibition spaces
spaces for lectures and music performances
ecumenical chapel
technical facilities of an energy self-sustainable house
closed and semi-closed outside spaces for meetings, discussions and
relaxation
2 Meeting place:
roofed partly closed public space as a place for meetings, meditation and
relaxation. This place should serve both the pilgrims, citizens and visitors of
the city
open public space of public gardens character with a possibility to relax, go
in for some sports activities and hold smaller-scale social and cultural events

/ Means
Implementation of up-to-date architectural elements and progressive structures and construction
systems in historical environment. Combination of dominant horizontal (public space roof, wall)
and vertical (tower, campanile) architectural elements and thus achievement of a dynamic image of
the new construction in the historical environment.
Good architecture does not always need to be ambitious. Respect and humility are sometimes more
than ambition.

B. SITE LOCATION
Prague – Old Town, František. Free areas in the historical centre of the City adjacent to the
Convent of St. Agnes, delimited by Na Františku, Kozí, U Milosrdných, and Klášterská Street.
This place has strong historical links to lives and activities of several significant Czech and Italian
saints:
- Saint Agnes of Bohemia
- Saint Clare of Assisi
- Saint Castulus
Religious and charitable activities of these saints, including heritage of St. Agnes of Bohemia are
incorporated in the idea of the Competition terms of reference and support basic priorities of the
new development in Na Františku area:
providing asylum for pilgrims
place for meetings, humility, catharsis, encouragement, and hope
support of spiritual life
place where goods of purely materialistic nature will not prevail
Brief introduction of historical development of the area
Originally the Na Františku town quarter included 10 – 12 streets of which only two survived up to
this day – Řásnovka and Anežská Street. There were mainly spiritual and charitable buildings in this
part of the City.
In the past, František was home to clerics, friars and nurses on the one hand, and bargees,
fishermen, the poor, tramps, beggars and thieves on the other hand.
Intimate corners at the Vltava River were places of danger and sin, but also of charity and
spirituality.
In 19th and 20th century, ambitious reclamation projects of the Old Town of Prague and Josefov
were prepared and part of them implemented. These were mainly relatively wide boulevards in the
historical built-up areas and construction of large solitary buildings along the Vltava River
embankment.
The original character of the area was disturbed considerably.
The area for considered development under these ToR can be divided into 3 sectors:
“A” Sector is the largest one and it is delimited by:
U Milosrdných Street from the South
Kozí Street from the West
Dvořákovo nábřeží (Dvořák´s Embankment) from the North
Convent wall around the convent garden from the East
Almost a rectangular flat plot, only in its northern part there is a slope to a higher level of
Dvořákovo nábřeží Embankment. In the southern part of the sector there is a car park, in the central
part a sports ground fenced by a wall, and a green strip with grown trees between Na Františku and
Dvořákovo nábřeží Embankment in the northern part.

“B” Sector is the smallest one and it is delimited by:
The convent wall from the South
“A” Sector border from the West
Dvořákovo nábřeží Embankment from the North
”C” Sector border from the East
Elongated trapezoidal plot sloping from Dvořákovo nábřeží Embankment level to a lower level of
Na Františku Street. It serves as a green strip with grown trees.
There is an entrance gate in the convent wall (in its western third) into the convent gardens. In the
“B” sector there is no significant park architecture.
“C” Sector is located in the eastern part of the competition development area and it is delimited by:
Convent complex from the South – canonry hall, St. Magdalene Chapel and St. Salvator
church. It can also be defined by Malá Klášterní Street line.
Convent buildings (Poor Clares´ residence) from the West
Dvořákovo nábřeží Embankment from the North
Klášterská Street from the East
Fenced currently rather neglected area belonging to the St. Agnes´ Convent. Access to this area is
possible through the gate in the north-west corner. There are grown trees in part of the “C” sector.
Currently, the whole competition development area is completely out of interest of Prague citizens
as well as visitors and tourists. It is partly used only as a sports ground.
The whole area is devalued by very busy and noisy street – Dořákovo nábřeží Embankment; the
existing built-up area south and west of “A” sector makes general impression of neglect.
Located in the eastern part of the area in question, solid building of the Ministry of industry and
trade designed in traditionalistic style creates a dominant feature of the locality.
Currently, Czech architect Zdeněk Fránek (dean of the Faculty of Art and Architecture, Technical
University in Liberec) designs a residential house in the southern part of “A” sector (car park) for
an Italian architect and investor. The project is in the land-use permit phase.

C. REGULATION CONDITIONS
The competition development area is part of the historical town reserve inscribed on the UNESCO
world cultural heritage list. In this case conditions stipulated by the Land-use plan of the Capital of
Prague should apply to any development plan in this area.
Since these are just theoretical ToR of the student competition adherence to these conditions
will not be required.
Part of the ToR is only below-listed specification of restrictions, limits and activities:
Obligatory regulations:
observance of delimited areas of sectors “A”,”B”and “C”;
sensitive incorporation of the development proposal into the context of the location
and Prague panorama (view of nábřeží Edvarda Beneše/Edvard Beneš´s
Embankment)
not to exceed the border of the Convent of St. Agnes; respect the convent wall
maintain and respect the access gate to the convent garden in the northern convent
wall
maintain the levels of all circumferential roads, namely that of Dvořákovo nábřeží
Embankment
maintain specified contents of the ToR, including the design of public space covered
with a roof

Admissible activities:
possibility not to use the whole area of delimited sectors for the development project
location
removal of existing greenery in the development project area in necessary extent
removal of existing fencing wall in “C” sector
removal of the car park and sports ground in “A” sector
cancelling Na Františku Street
Desirable activities:
application of up-to-date architectural elements and progressive structures and
construction systems in the historical environment. Combination of dominant
horizontal (roof over the public; wall) and vertical (tower, campanile) architectural
elements and thus achievement of a dynamic image of the new development in the
historical environment
application of urban development elements characteristic for this part of Prague – a
lane, passage, yard, stairs, different terrain levels
use of natural slope in the northern part of the development area in question
respect of dominant role of the Convent of St. Agnes in the given area
enable merging of spaces both in scope of the competition proposal (sectors “A”,
“B” and “C”) and in scope of urban-planning incorporation of the development
project into the St. Agnes´ Convent area
Recommended activities:
creating a complex that will respect historical structure of the built-up area in this
part of the city as well as the original genius loci – merging of private, semi-private
and public spaces
application of up-to-date architectural and construction elements in the historical
environment
design of the building without an underground floor and traffic at rest
Undesirable activities:
too ambitious designs not respecting genius loci and disturbing the principle of
respect and humility towards the historical environment

D. CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME
1. THE HOUSE
accommodation part – simple accommodation in multiple-bed rooms of hostel character
with necessary conveniences. Accommodation capacity of about 150 persons
facilities for pilgrims – dining room + kitchen (can be designed as self-service), kitchenette
for meal preparation, laundrette + drying room, left-luggage room and bicycle store
simple operational facilities for the personnel including storage spaces
common spaces for:
- meetings and discussions
- meditation and catharsis
- presentation by individuals and groups of pilgrims
- exhibitions
- music events
- small theatres´ performances
- library, reading room and bookshop
technical facilities in form of energy self-sustainable construction

Explanatory notes:
The above-mentioned spaces can also be designed as multifunctional ones.
The development pproject can be designed as a solitary building or as several mutually connected
constructions.
It is also possible to design a vertical dominant (e.g. a campanile or a view-tower) in form of a
contemporary-style tower.
Technical and transport infrastructure design is not required.
2. CLOSED OUTDOOR SPACES (PRIVATE)
partly covered space for outdoor overnight stay of pilgrims (a yard, patio, terrace, garden)
outdoor spaces for:
- meetings, discussions, meditation
- music performances
- presentations, exhibitions
- relaxation
Explanatory note:
These shall be spaces not freely open to public.
3. PUBLIC OUTDOOR SPACES
multifunctional public space covered with roof that may become a meeting place for
pilgrims and citizens or the city visitors. It could host culture events, happenings, meetings,
exhibitions, and the like.
open outdoor space designed as public gardens
sports ground and playground that can be used both by the pilgrims and local citizens
Explanatory notes:
Due attention has to be paid to the public space roofing design. It should be a modern element of
urban architecture which becomes an integral part of the house and the place of pilgrimage and at
the same time it may be part of the St. Agnes´ Convent area. Incorporation of the ”roof” into both
complexes and thus finding balance between the past and the present from urban-planning and
architectural point of view will be very important.

E. CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL SOLUTION





is not restricted in any way; expected, however, is responsible and professional consideration
reflecting the place and chosen concept and purpose of the building that does not exclude
application of Xella - Ytong, Silka, Fermacell and Multipor construction materials.
separate drawings of construction system details are not required.
current trends in designing low-energy buildings should be applied.

F. FORM OF SUBMISSION:


the project documentation shall be prepared in form of an urban-planning and architectural
study presented on 2 sheets:
- Sheet No. 1 – “presentation drawing“ of A1 upright format
- Sheet No. 2 – “complementary drawing“ of A2 landscape format








Presentation drawing – sheet No. 1 – will serve for later public presentation of awarded
projects at exhibitions, meetings, shows and fairs and/or publishing in professional journals and
bulletins. Therefore, this drawing shall show namely characteristic visualisations of the project,
drawings, a sketch in the Prague panorama (viewed of the north), and basic layout and/or
broader relations scheme.
Based on author´s deliberation it may also contain further important and typical views of the
development project (views, details) and accompanying text, explanatory notes and legends, if
any.
Complementary drawing – sheet No. 2 - will serve only for the competition purposes as such.
This sheet shall bear other drawings – ground plans, views, details, and/or complementary cross
sections or views into interiors, more detailed layouts and accompanying text.
Submission of a physical model of the development project or part thereof is not obligatory, but
is not excluded from the jury judgement (ground-plan dimensions of maximum A2 format; the
model has to be protected against damage during transport). From organisational point of view
preferred are only photographs of the model being part of sheet No. 1.
In case that a model was made photographs of the model can also be part of the “presentation
drawing”
Accompanying text, explanatory notes and legends, if any, shall be part of the drawings and
written in the English language. It does not apply to local names and terms mentioned in the
official competition ToR.
Competition sheets and photographs of the model shall be loaded in PDF format on CD marked
with digital code.

EXPLANATORY NOTES CONCERNING THE FORM OF SUBMISSION:


Competition projects shall bear uniform abridged English title of the competition theme:
HOUSE AND PLACE OF PILGRIMAGE AT THE CONVENT OF SAINT AGNES,
PRAGUE – OLD TOWN, FRANTIŠEK
 The scope of required documentation is binding.
 Graphic form of the documentation (digital / manual, in colour / black and white) is not
specified
- Ground plans and views shall bear basic dimensions or scale of reproduction to make the main
dimensions of the building evident.
 Requirements of the competition organizer will be specified in detail during lectures held at
selected universities at the beginning of winter term.

H. ANNEXES TO THE TERMS OF REFERENCE
will be available on the competition websites and at the competition organisers´ representatives:


digital 3D model of the area in question
photographs of the locality

Useful links:
- WIKIPEDIA

-

- Anežský klášter/ St. Agnes Convent
- Anežka Česká /Agnes of Bohemia
- Svatá Klára /Saint Clare
www.maps.google.cz

Recommended literature:


Genius loci – chapter Praha, Christian Norberg – Schulz

Competition websites:
www.ytong.cz
www.ytong.sk

